GEAR REVIEW

YAMAHA
NEW RECORDING
CUSTOM DRUM SET

From £3,603 Yamaha updates its most successful series,

the highly-regarded all-birch Recording Custom

WORDS: GEOFF NICHOLLS

F

ew drum kits achieve legendary
status. Gretsch’s round-badge
Broadkaster, Ludwig’s Super Classic.
Add to those Yamaha’s Recording
Custom, commonly called the Yamaha 9000.
Starting life in the mid-1970s, it had set new
standards by the early 1980s with its piano
lacquered all-birch shells and full-length
flush-braced lugs. Yamaha called birch the
‘recording’ wood, focused and punchy,
‘pre-eq’d’, even! Securing Steve Gadd as its
main champion was the final masterstroke,
Gadd being the most influential drummer of
his era. Gadd changed the way drummers
play and the 9000 changed the look and
sound of drum kits for a decade.
But time moves on and the RC was finally

the new Solid Black lacquered drums. There
are just three other finishes: Classic Walnut,
Real Wood and Surf Green. Inside, the shells
have a mid-brown matt stain, again similar to
the pianos. There’s a new badge, understated
as ever, but proudly stating ‘Made In China’.
Shells are all six-ply, 6mm birch. The
original RC used broad-leaf Hokkaido birch,
but from now on the shells will feature North
American birch as a steady supply of high
quality timber has been secured.
One big plus of the new Chinese facility is
a continual tightening of manufacturing and
quality control tolerances, which were
already industry leaders. Yamaha’s Air Seal
shell technology with angled seams (Yamaha
features from the beginning) ensure

THE INTERVAL ENCOMPASSED BY A
FULL TURN ON THE RODS TAKES YOU
FROM DEEP ROARING BLAST TO HIGH
PINGING BEBOP, CLEAN AND FOCUSED
discontinued in 2012, coinciding with Yamaha
moving production of its professional drums
to its new super-factory, Xiaoshan Yamaha, in
Hangzhou, China (see cover feature, p28). The
output so far has yielded three contrasting
professional kits – the warm and deep Live
Custom Oak, the super-resonant Maple
Custom Hybrid, and now the updated, focused
Recording Custom.

Build
Once more designed with input from Steve
Gadd, the new RC retains its original qualities,
but is updated with a fatter, weightier lug,
thinner bass drum shells, sharper bearing
edges and even greater manufacturing
precision. Back in the 1980s the RC was a
sensation with the never-before-seen lavish
quality of its paint lacquered shells, the same
lacquering that Yamaha applies to its pianos.
So it’s fitting we have for review a selection of
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near-perfect shell construction. Wielding
a ruler over the shells confirms they are
exactly round. And for once I do mean
exactly. Inevitably the bearing edges are
equally finely cut and finished. They rise
30° from the inner surface, steeper than the
previous 45°, with a single-ply outer bevel.
The obvious change is in the lug, which is
a bloated version of the original high-tension,
full-length design. All the chromed fittings
and castings are lustrous. Yamaha’s chrome
is quite rightly legendary. The 20"x16" review
bass drum has a new pedal lift bracket bolted
to the batter hoop. This is a request from
Steve Gadd and is available on the 18" bass
drum too. The idea is to enable the pedal
beater to strike at the centre of the head so
that it feels similar to playing a 22" drum.
Bass drums also have comfy ‘T’ handle
tensioners, rather than now-standard
drum key bolts. They are quite small,

NEW LUG
The famous flush-braced high-tension
full-length lug has been fattened up to
“ensure optimum sustain for the core
sound, producing a crisp, articulate tone”
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PIANO LACQUER
The Solid Black piano
lacquer finish has always
been associated with Steve
Gadd and caused a massive
stir when it first appeared
over three decades ago

Essential spec

SNARE DRUM
There are seven new snare drums
with brass, stainless steel and
aluminium shells. Note the convex
perimeter bead – a first for Yamaha

PRICES
22"x18" bass drum,
£1,413; 20"x16" bass
drum (as review),
£1,301; JRBP6F3 6F tom
pack, £1,448; 14"x5½"
brass snare, £380;
hardware pack, £474

SHELL MATERIAL
North American birch

CONSTRUCTION
METHOD
Yamaha Air Seal shell
construction with
diagonal seams

NUMBER OF
PLIES
Six plies, 6mm thick

BEARING EDGES
30° angle Yamaha
R1.5-type

FINISHES
AVAILABLE
Solid Black (as pictured),
Classic Walnut, Real
Wood and Surf Green

HOOPS
Toms: 1.6 mm steel;
bass drums: solid
lacquered birch

SHELL
AVAILABILITY
Bass drum: 24"x14",
22"x14", 22"x16",
22"x18", 20"x16"; tom:
8"x7", 10"x7½", 10"x9",
12"x8", 12"x10", 13"x9",
13"x11", 14"x12",
16"x14"; floor tom:
14"x13", 16"x15", 18"x16"

SUPPLIED HEADS
Remo – bass drums:
Coated Powerstroke-3
batter; Ebony
Powerstroke-3 logo
head; toms: Coated
Ambassador batter,
Clear resonant; snare:
Coated Ambassador
batter; Ambassador
resonant

LUGS
Newly designed
weighted hi-tension

TOM MOUNTS
Bass drum mount for
small tom with YESS
mount; floor toms
open-type vertical
bracket legs

CONTACT

BASS DRUM TUNING
‘T’-handle tensioners are quicker and
easier than drum key operated screw bolts
WWW.MUSICRADAR.COM/RHYTHM
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Watch our Yamaha Recording
Custom kit video demo at
http://bit.ly/yamahaRC

Yamaha Music Europe
GMBH (UK)
0844 811 1116
http://uk.yamaha.com
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GEAR REVIEW
HEAD TONE

They say…

Shell-enclosing effect of lugs
allows head tone to come
through; kit is supplied with
Ambassador Coated batters

GAVIN THOMAS Drum Product
Marketing Manager for the Pro
Music Division of Yamaha Music
Europe GmbH (UK)
Gavin, why the new
Recording Custom?
“When we moved high-end
production to China and we
stopped producing the [old]
Recording Custom there was an outcry. We
brought out the fat and warm Oak Custom, the
bright and versatile Absolute Hybrid Maple. The
RC was always going to be birch. So each range
has a different sound.”
How was Steve Gadd involved?
“He did two evaluation sessions in the USA and
had lots of conversations with the design team.
His main focus was the bass and snare drums.
The toms were always fine. But he swapped the
RC bass drums for maple because there wasn’t
enough bottom end for him.”
The heavy lug bucks current trends…
“All we learned over the years about nodal
points, shell harmonics, shell materials, etc,
was to enhance shell vibration. But for the
Recording Custom we wanted pretty much the
reverse – to control the shell sound, because the
inherent RC sound is focused, shorter and
tighter. So we increased the lug weight. Steve
[Gadd] tested three or four different weights
and decided which sounded better.”

easier and quicker than drum-key
operated screw bolts, with elaborately
moulded lightweight black insert grommets.
The review floor toms have traditional legs
– not as funky as the original Gadd-inspired
floor tom stands, but more stable.
There are also seven new RC snare drums
with stainless steel, aluminium and brass
shells. Look out for a full review soon, but
meantime here’s the 14"x5½" in 1.2mm-gauge
brass, finished in a natural satin-matt ‘Hairline

maple. Add to this the shell-enclosing effect
of those lugs, which allows the head tone to
come through more. Choice of head becomes
paramount and most will be happy with the
supplied Ambassador Coated batters. With
the perfectly round shells, sharp, level edges,
and standard 1.6mm steel hoops, tuning is
easy as ever, and the tuning range as wide
as it gets. The interval encompassed by a full
turn on the rods takes you from deep roaring
blast to high pinging bebop, clean and

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF THE NEW
RECORDING CUSTOM KICK IS OF AN
INTENSE, DARK SOUNDING, FAST
RESPONDING AND PIERCING TONE
Clear’. Bearing edges are 45° and there are
2.5mm snare beds. The crucial new feature is
the Ludwig-like convex (outer) centre bead,
which is again a suggestion of Gadd’s.

Hands On
Since the original RC, Yamaha has developed
mostly ever-smaller lugs, honing in on
lab-tested nodal point positioning. Here
the opposite tack is taken with a massive
full-length lug, more bulbous than the
original. The lug bucks the trend in that it sets
out to contain and focus the resonance. The
9000 was described as the recording drum
and birch gained a reputation as the ‘focused’
wood with a darker fundamental tone than
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controlled. This adaptability of head choice
and tuning range are strengths of the RC.
I’d be lying if I said I detect any great
difference from my own 1983 Yamaha 9000
toms. If pushed, the new ones are slightly
snappier with their sharper 30° edges. They
sound superb anyway. The shallow classic
depths give the extra punch that is also
characteristic of RCs. Gadd popularised the
10" tom at one end and the 14" floor-stand
mounted tom at the other. There is so much
tone in that little 10"x7½", it’s a right little
belter. And the new 14"x13" has that speed of
action and arrested sustain that characterised
the 9000 Gadd sound. I also preferred the
16"x14" floor tom to my 1980s 16"x16" as it

Also try…

1

SONOR
VINTAGE SERIES

We say: “Beech shells,
rounded bearing edges,
teardrop lugs. Sonor’s
Vintage Series is
another classic culled
from the history of
epoch-defining drums.”

2

TAMA
STAR MAPLE

We say: “Another step
towards Drum Heaven…
at an eye-watering
price. Tama has gone to
great lengths to achieve
its goal of maximum
shell resonance and
woody tone.”

also has that bit more control and immediacy.
When the fashion shifted back to maple in
the 1990s, Gadd eventually opted for a maple
bass drum which he felt had more bottom/
warmth. Thus one main brief for the new RC
was to boost the birch bass drums by making
the shells six-ply where they were previously a
slightly thicker seven. It’s a subtle adjustment
and the feel will never be as open as maple.
I always liked the 9000 bass anyway, which is
focused like the toms, and first impressions of
the new kick is of an intense, dark, fastresponding and piercing tone.
Barely space for the briefest word about
the 14"x5½" brass shell snare drum. For the
first time it has a convex perimeter bead, like
Gadd’s favourite Ludwig SupraPhonic. The
‘Q’-type strainer is superbly engineered and
the 5½" drum also came with a choice of
20-strand snare or 10-strand Steve Gadd-type
snare. (The 6½" drum has a 25-strand snare.)
Swapping to the 10-strander the sound
becomes crunchier, a little harder and more
discreet, actually recognisably Gadd-like.
VERDICT: The Recording Custom is
possibly the most recorded kit ever, and
certainly one of the best ever built.
Yamaha is smart in keeping the marque
and making these subtle updates.

BUILD QUALITY
PLAYABILITY
VALUE FOR MONEY
RATING
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